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1. Executive Summary
The 12th ICORD Annual Conference/6th China Rare Diseases Summit was jointly organized by ICORD,
CORD (Chinese Organization for Rare Disorders) and PUMCH (Peking Medical Union College Hospital).
It was successfully held in Beijing on 7-10 September, 2017. With 700+ attendees from 20+ countries
around the world, this was the biggest rare disease conference ever held in China. Over 100
distinguished speakers presented at 20 sessions. The conference also attracted broad media interests,
with 49 reporters providing coverages at and after the conference. There have been overwhelmingly
positive feedbacks during and after the conference:

•

This is the most well-thought-out RD conference I have ever been

•

The speaker assistants are very helpful.

•

It’s encouraging to see senior Chinese government officials speaking and supporting the
conference, kudos for the two Chinese local organizers.

•

The attendee representation covers nearly all rare disease spectrum, a great job to the
organizers for promoting the conference.

•

The conference is jam-packed with world class speakers with high caliber content

•

Interesting and engaging audience participation and discussions
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2. Attendees Overview
The initial target for the number of attendees was 500-600, with PUMCH as the local co-organizer,
and the significant interests from the media, total attendees reached over 700. The breakdown of the
attendees in different categories are listed below.

ATTENDEES
Students
7%

Media
6%

Speakers
15%

Companies
44%

Patients/Patient
Orgs.
11%

Academia/Hospital
17%
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3. Venue
The conference was held at JW Marriott Hotel Beijing, a five-star hotel located in CBD of city of
Beijing, with quality accommodations. The hotel is easily accessible through public transportation.
Conference rooms, exhibition area, poster area and dining hall are all well-organized. Service Centers
were set up throughout the conference for attendees to seek information or schedule meetings.

Committee

9.9-9.10
首届单基因病
遗传专题培训

VIP Room

VIP Room

Media Center

Service Center
Exhibition area

Message Board

CORD

Exhibition area

Photo
Wall

Exhibition Area

The Exhibition Hall

LAM Photo
Exhibition

Tea
Break
Room 1

Room 2

Room 3

Poster Zone

Poster Zone

Lunch

The Exhibition Hall
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Discussion
Area

4. Finances
In order to draw high ranking government officials and top medical experts, conference venue
and other standards must be up to certain standards (a 5-star hotel is a must). This is rather
cultural. Venues in 5-star hotels and the services they provide are expensive in cities like Beijing.
CORD, with the crucial contribution from PUMCH, raised to the challenges and successfully
secured the necessary funds. Using creative sponsorship packages and attractive service
offerings, not only did CORD make ends meet, but managed a small surplus.
n Total Income vs Expenditure:

Income vs. Expenditure
¥2,540,964.00
¥2,380,955.00

Total income

Total expenditure

n Income Breakdown by Sources:

INCOME BREAKDOWN
Registration,
¥301,460.00
Services,
¥250,500.00

Sponsorship,
¥1,989,000.00
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n Registration Fee Schedules:

n Total Expenditures: Budgeted vs. Actual
Total expenditures exceeded the budget due to the following factors:
a.

The location is in Beijing instead of Shanghai, as was quoted in the original budget.

b. Hotel contract was finalized late due to the change of venue.
c.

Total attendees increased from the initially anticipated 500+ to 700+.

d. The conference standard was raised as a result of the endorsement of the high level
government officials.

Expenditure

¥2,380,095.00

¥2,019,900.00

Budgeted

Actual

n Expenditures Breakdown: Budgeted vs. Actual
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5. Sponsorship Overview
To meet the daunting challenges of raising the funds, CORD creatively created diverse
sponsorship programs that appealed to different sponsor types, sponsors with different budgets
and resources. At times, we had to modify the programs to tailor to specific requests from a
potential sponsor who was interested but had difficulties finding a package that suited its unique
needs.
See Appendix I for the Sponsorship Prospectus.
1) Sponsorship Packages:

2) Special Sponsorship Opportunities:
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3) Exhibition and Services
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6. Conference Programme
The three-day conference was jam-packed with pre-conference workshops; multi-track parallel
sessions, and lunch-time satellite symposiums.

The Opening Ceremony of the conference was made significant with the attendance of several
high-level government officials. Congratulatory remarks from the two national level government
officials: Baoguo Tian, Deputy Director-General, Chinese Department of Sciences and
Technologies and Yanhong Guo, Deputy Director-General of the Bureau of Medical
Administration, National Health and Family Planning Commission opened the conference on a
high note. The three co-organizers represented by Prof. Shuyang Zhang, Vice President, PUMCH;
Manuel Posada, President, ICORD; and Kevin Rufang Huang, President, CORD gave warm
welcome to all the distinguished guests, speakers and attendees from around the world.
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Key note speakers presented their views on how to address the global challenges of rare diseases
from each of their unique perspectives. Kevin Rufang Huang; who spoke from his own personal
encounter growing up as a rare disease patient in China about the importance of involving
patients in finding resolutions for rare diseases. Dr. Harvey Lodish, a world-renowned
biotechnology serial entrepreneur, talked about, from his own aspiring personal story, how
academic entrepreneurs can use technologies to build companies to treat rare diseases. Rare
diseases are not diseases of a few people, it’s a public health issue, Dr. Tarun Weeramanthri
shared with us how West Australia government tackles rare disease challenges to drive precision
public health. Although a late starter, China is catching up fast and furious, Professor Shuyang
Zhang gave an update on research and intervention on rare diseases in China.
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The following four half-days were packed with interesting sessions delivered by experts in their
respective fields, with attendees actively participating interactive discussions and exchanges. The
wide spectrum of attendees made the cross pollination of thoughts and ideas possible and
meaningful; and planted seeds for future collaboration.
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7. Marketing
Multiple channels were explored to market the ICORD 2017 both in China and internationally.
Traditional media as well as internet were used to disseminate the information and promote the
conference. Conference website was quickly assembled with up-to-date information about the
conference programme, invited speakers, venue, registration etc. A Wechat public account was
created for the conference leveraging the ultra-popular Chinese social media application. Those
who are interested can register directly on the conference website or through Wechat. Email
blasts were sent out periodically with updates on the conference preparation to keep the
interests high.
Below are some of the marketing materials used to promote the conference:
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8. Partners / Sponsors / Exhibitors
Special thanks to our partners, sponsors, and exhibitors for their support. Without them, the
conference would not have been possible. Due to variations on the sponsored amount within the
same level of sponsorship package, the exact amount from each sponsor is not disclosed here in
this report as agreed upon with the sponsors.
Partners:

2) Sponsors/Exhibitors:
Sponsors / Exhibitors
Shire
Amgen
CSL Behring
Kingmed Diagnostics
Veritas Genetics Inc
NIKYANY
China Primary Health Care Foundation
BGI Genomics Co
NextCODE Health
Alexion
Astrazeneca
Biomarin
CSPC
GeneDock.com
One Fundation
Pfizer
Illumina
GrandOmics
More Health
Lorem Vascular
Haplox
Unite Gen
Amcare Genomics
Joy Orient
Wuxi Biologics
Pumch
Actelion
BGI Genomics Co.
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Sponsor Level
Diamond
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Exhibitor
Exhibitor

3) Media:
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